INTRODUCTION
For a positive integer k let k denote {1, ... , k}, and let §k denote the symmetric group on k. For positive integers m and n let Im.n be the set of all dissections of mn into sets of cardinality m. §mn acts primitively on Im.n in a natural way, and the stabilizer of a point in this representation is the wreath product §m w §n. Denote llm.n I by r:xm.n; r:xm.n is equal to the index of §m w §n in §mn. Let 
In this note we prove the following statement: and completes the proof of the lemma.
3. REMARKS (i) Denote §m 2 by G, and let n denote the set of left cosets of §m w §m in G. Take (j E n, and letT(()) = {[3 E ill Gp n G;; :::; §m x §m}· Then T(()) is an orbit of G;;. Let' § be the graph with vertex set .Q such that for each (j E n, (j is connected to precisely the elements of T(b). Then Mm.m is the adjacency matrix of' §.
(ii) Mm.m is non-singular for m = 2, 3.
